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Abstract. One of the important works of Information Content Security is evaluating the theme words of the text. Because of the variety of the Chinese expression, especially of the abbreviation, the supervision of the theme words becomes harder. The goal of this paper is to quickly and accurately discover the
intercept abbreviations from the text crawled at the short time period. The paper
firstly segments the target texts, and then utilizes the Supported Vector Machine
(SVM) to recognize the abbreviations from the wrongly segmented texts as the
candidates. Secondly, this paper presents the collaborative methods: Improve
the Conditional Random Fields (CRF) to predict the corresponding word to
each character of the abbreviation; To solve the problems of the 1:n relationship, collaboratively merge the ranking list from the predict steps with the
matched results of the thesaurus of abbreviations. The experiments demonstrate
that our method at the recognizing stage is 76.5% of the accuracy and 77.8% of
the recall rate. At the recovery step, the accuracy is 62.1%, which is 20.8%
higher than the method based on Hidden Markov Model (HMM).
Keywords: Collaborative Recovery; Improved CRF; Chinese Abbreviation
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Introduction

The most important information content security supervision methods is to match
the sensitive words and rules of the text, which needs to manually or semi- automated
build up the corpus and the thesaurus of rules. There are 2 challenging tasks for supervision. ① To avoid the supervision and management, the theme words or kernel
phrases are sometimes substituted by the abbreviation, which cannot be found through
preprocessing of the data. ② The manually built up corpus although is accurate, but
needs to be continuously updated. So it is another tough job to quickly automated
update the corpus via recognizing the recovering the related phrases from the relatively texts crawled in a short time.
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The abbreviation is one of the most important forms to substitute the original
phrases. So the recognition and recovery of the abbreviation is very important to public supervision. Because of the complexity of the Chinese and difference with English, the research for Chinese abbreviation is hard.
Chinese abbreviation means intercepting, abridging, concluding, changing the order of the original length of word without changing the meaning [1]. There are three
type of abbreviation, intercept abbreviation, abridged abbreviation and concluding
abbreviation. The intercept abbreviation only keeps the kernel morphemes to represent the original phrase. For example, “北大” (BěiDà) means the “北京大学”(Beijing
University),which is the most important ways to avoid the supervision.
This paper is to quickly and accurately discover the intercept abbreviations from
the texts crawled in the short time period. The paper firstly recognizes the abbreviations via SVM from the wrongly segmented texts. Secondly, this paper presents the
collaborative recovery methods of the abbreviation. Predict the corresponding word to
each character of the abbreviation with the improved CRF. The abbreviation—
originate lookup table can also be updated finally.
The structure of the paper is listed as followings: Part 1 introduces the challenges
of the Chinese abbreviation for network security. Part 2 is the related research work.
Part 3 is our main methods. Part 4 introduces the experiments including performance
experiments and comparison experiments. Part 5 is the conclusion.
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Related Works

The recognition and recovery of abbreviations cannot be separated from the study
of informal words because the abbreviations account for about 20% of informal words
[2].
In study of the informal word recognition, Wang et al. [2] employ a factorial conditional random field to model both tasks of informal word recognition and Chinese
word segmentation jointly. Besides that, Wang et al. [3] also use a large-scale corpus
to select the formal equivalents of informal words according to context semantic similarity, and then formalize the task of informal word recovery as a binary classification
problem. This method is feasible but can't achieve a rather high accuracy. Li et al. [4]
classify the words into three classes: IV (in-vocabulary) correct-OOV （ out-ofvocabulary) and ill-OOV, and proposed a non-standard word detection method based
on the maximum entropy classifier. Monroe et al. [5] extend an existing Modern
Standard Arabic segmenter with a simple domain adaptation technique and new features in order to segment informal and dialectal Arabic text.
For the recovery of abbreviation, Chang et al. [7] consider the original word is in a
hidden state. And they map this problem to a HMM. Although, this method has a
good result in intercepted abbreviations, it doesn't utilize the contextual features well.
Roack et al. [8] focus on abbreviation recovery for text-to-speech synthesis and they
use an n-gram model and SVM model to classify the candidate expansion of the abbreviation.
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In study of the abbreviation prediction, Yan Jiao et al. [9] use conditional random
field to generate a number of candidates, then they re-score the candidates according
to the results from web search engine. And the one with the highest score is selected
as the abbreviation. Kailong Zhang et al. [10] introduce the minimum semantic unit to
capture word level information based on the CRF and use an integer linear programming formulation to recode the abbreviation from the generated candidates. Besides
that, they also propose a two-stage method [11] to find the corresponding abbreviation. First they use a large scale corpus to generate candidates and get a coarsegrained ranking through graph random walk. Then re-rank the candidates according to
the feature. Chen H et al. [12] propose a novel abbreviation generation method using
first-order logic and markov logic network frameworks. Yangyang shi et al. [13] use a
RNN model with maximum entropy extension in abbreviation prediction and generation.
All approach mentioned above builds on an important part: generate an abbreviation lookup table. Although this method can build a corpus quickly and efficiently, it
may have high false detection rate for the reason of abbreviations' ambiguity.
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Collaborative Recognition and Recovery

The paper devises three stages for recognizing and recovering the Chinese Abbreviation: pre-process, recognition and recovery. The framework of our method is listed
as Fig. 1.
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Fig. 1. The framework of abbreviation collaborative recognition and recovery

─ Preprocess. The text need to be segmented into a word sequence. As the unlogged
words, abbreviations cannot be correctly segmented, but be left as the text slices or
wrongly cut into 1-gram sequences.
Recognition. This paper selects the 1-gram sequences or long text slice as the candidate abbreviations and utilizes the information and context of the abbreviation as
the features. The abbreviation can be classified into 2 sets, ‘yes’ or ‘no’, using SVM.
‘yes’ is the true abbreviations.
Recovery. This paper converts the problem of recovering the abbreviation into the
prediction of each character. The traditional abbreviation-originate lookup table is
utilized to assist in the originate disambiguation. The final originates are gotten
through the the cosine similarity computation of candidate originates.
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3.1

Rule and context based abbreviation recognition

This paper utilizes two filtering stage for recognizing the abbreviations. The first
stage extracts the candidate abbreviations from the unlogged text slices. The second
stage uses the SVM classifier to classify the candidates into two classes according to
the features of rules and context. (Shown as Fig. 2)
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Fig. 2. Rule and context based recognition of abbreviation

Extraction of the unrecognized slices. Abbreviation as the unlogged words cannot be correctly segmented finely as the word sequences. After preprocessing the
corpus, select the incorrectly segmented slices or consecutive unigram as the candidate abbreviation.
N-gram segmentation. Normally speaking, the abbreviation is 2 to 4 characters
long. The ratio of length of abbreviation over 4 is very small. The single character
abbreviation basically represents the capital in Chinese. So this paper utilizes the 2-4
characters long abbreviations as our candidates. Since the initial candidates normally
are long, and need to be segmented further, we use the N-gram segmentation method
to segment the candidates, and select 2 or 4 words as the final candidates. For example, “计生委” as the coarse candidate, and further segmented as “计生”, “生委” and
“计生委”。
Feature selection. This paper selects following three types of features:
Information feature. Define the abbreviation 𝑥1𝑛 = 𝑥1 𝑥2 … 𝑥𝑛 as the sequences
with length n, 2 ≤ n ≤ 4.
─ Length m. According to the statics, the proportion of bi-gram type is 55%, tri-gram
is also normal, and quad-gram is the least. So we set the length as one feature.
─ Number. numbers and the positions of them are also import discriminate features in
Chinese. Normally speaking, number is very important to record the related words
in the abbreviation. For example, “二” (second) of “第二次世界大战” (the Second
World War) is so important, and is kept as “二战”.
─ Prefix and suffix. In the abbreviations, some Chinese characters are used as the
start and end of the abbreviations. For examples, “局” is the end of the abbreviation such as “国安局” etc. We utilize the prefix and suffix with frequency as features and represented as ‘word bag model’.
─ The probability of the positions Ppos (x1n ).
𝑃𝑝𝑜𝑠 (𝑥1n ) = ∏𝑥∈𝑋 𝑃(𝑝𝑜𝑠, 𝑥)

(1)
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Where 𝑃(𝑝𝑜𝑠, 𝑥) is the probability vector of character x at position pos. We limit
the the value of pos to begin, middle and end. In Chinese, some characters “局、
会、部” often appear at the end of the abbreviations. Some characters such as
“中、北、东” often appear at the start or the middle of the abbreviations. So the
higher one unpredicted abbreviation is, the more possible a real abbreviation is.
─ Morph-abbreviation. Suppose the abbreviation 𝑥13 = 𝑥1 𝑥2 𝑥3 is unified by 𝑥1 , 𝑥2 , 𝑥3 ,
which are from the logged word set {𝑥1 𝑥2 , 𝑥1 𝑥3 } or{𝑥1 𝑥3 , 𝑥2 𝑥3 } [9]. The whole
type of the word is unified with multiple same prefixes or suffixes. For example,
“中医、西医” merge as “中西医”.
Context feature. The context of the target object normally includes enough information. Define the slice text 𝑊𝑖−2 𝑊𝑖−1 𝑥1𝑛 𝑊𝑖+1 𝑊𝑖+2 .
─ The frequency of the abbreviation tf. If an abbreviation is a real abbreviation, then
the occurrence of them is definitely higher than other candidates.
─ Bigram information entropy. The entropy of the bigram information entropy is
represented by:
𝐵𝐻2(𝑥1𝑛 ) = − ∑𝑤∈𝑊

𝐶(𝑤,𝑥1𝑛 )
𝑛𝑐

log

𝐶(𝑤,𝑥1𝑛 )
𝑛𝑐

(2)

Where 𝑛𝑐 is the occurrence of the abbreviation 𝑥1𝑛 , W is the left or right word set of
𝑥1𝑛 ，𝐶(𝑤, 𝑥1𝑛 ) is the co-occurrence of word w and 𝑥1𝑛 . The left and right entropy of
the words evaluate the frequency of the left and right words. [14] The entropy can
be bigger and bigger with the frequency of the combination of the words get higher
and higher.
─ Tri-gram information entropy. It is the information entropy of combination words,
𝑊𝑖−2 𝑊𝑖−1 𝑥1𝑛 , 𝑊𝑖−1 𝑥1𝑛 𝑊𝑖+1 and 𝑥1𝑛 𝑊𝑖+1 𝑊𝑖+2
Global features. The higher global information a candidate abbreviation holds, the
more possible a real abbreviation is.
─ Frequency of the abbreviation in the corpus tfc.
─ The number of the text containing the abbreviation idf.
Classifier. We choose the Support Vector Machine (SVM). SVM is based on the
least risk and more suitable for small sample set. Since the abbreviation is sparse with
small training set.
3.2

Multi-label Sparse Conditional Random Field based Recovery

After the abbreviation has been recognized, we need to recover it to the corresponding originate. Using the feature that the abbreviations and originates have the
1:1 mapping relationship, we convert the problem of recovering the abbreviation into
the prediction of each character and achieve the word-sequence prediction based on
multi-label sparse conditional random field (SCRF). If the probability of all prediction results are low, we obtain the matched originate from the abbreviation-originate
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lookup table and put it together with the predicted originates as originate candidates.
All candidates is ranked through the cosine similarities to obtain the final originate
that is best for the current context to achieve the abbreviation disambiguation. Finally,
record the new originates to extend the lookup table. The concrete process is shown in
Fig. 3.
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Fig. 3. The abbreviation recovery based on multi-label sparse conditional random field

Multi-label sparse conditional random field. This paper adopts the linear chain
conditional random field model to achieve the abbreviation recovery. Take the abbreviation sequence 𝑥1𝑛 as the input sequence, and 𝑥𝑖 ∈ 𝑋 is the Chinese character set.
Take the originate sequence 𝑦1𝑛 as the output sequence, and 𝑦𝑖 ∈ 𝑌 is the word set.
The conditional probability distribution 𝑃(𝑦1𝑛 |𝑥1𝑛 ) of the sequence 𝑦1𝑛 constitutes the
conditional random field which satisfies Markov property
𝑃(𝑦i |𝑥1𝑛 , 𝑦1 , 𝑦2 … 𝑦𝑛 ) = 𝑃(𝑦i |𝑥1𝑛 , 𝑦𝑖−1 , 𝑦𝑖+1 )

(3)

Then we call 𝑃(𝑦1𝑛 |𝑥1𝑛 ) the linear chain conditional random field. Under the given
input sequence 𝑥1𝑛 , the conditional probability distribution of the output sequence 𝑦1𝑛
is as follows:
𝑃(𝑦1𝑛 |𝑥1𝑛 ) =

1
𝑍(𝑥1𝑛 )

𝑒𝑥𝑝(∑𝑛𝑡=1 ∑𝐾
𝑘=1 𝜃𝑘 𝑓𝑘 (𝑦𝑡−1 , 𝑦𝑡 , 𝑥𝑡 , ))

𝑍(𝑥1𝑛 ) = ∑𝑦 𝑒𝑥𝑝(∑𝑛𝑡=1 ∑𝐾
𝑘=1 𝜃𝑘 𝑓𝑘 (𝑦𝑡−1 , 𝑦𝑡 , 𝑥𝑡 , ))

(4)
(5)

In above formulas, 𝑓𝑘 is the feature function, 𝜃𝑘 is the corresponding weight, and
𝑍(𝑥1𝑛 ) is the normalization factor. From the Formula (4), we can see that the number
of the feature function is related to the state set 𝑋 and the label set 𝑌, and the parameter 𝐾 satisfies the equation:
𝐾 = |𝑌|2 × |𝑋|𝑡𝑟𝑎𝑖𝑛

(6)

|𝑋|𝑡𝑟𝑎𝑖𝑛 denotes the number of all Chinese characters of the abbreviations in the
training set, and |𝑌| is the number of all words of the corresponding originates. It is
obvious that 𝑋 and 𝑌 contain a large number of elements, so the scale of the feature
function set {𝑓𝑘 } will be extremely large, which makes the learning difficulty of the
CRF model grow exponentially.
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This paper adopts a series of methods to simplify the model learning process, the
main goal of which is to reduce the scale of the feature weight set {𝜃𝑘 } and then to
obtain the improved multi-label SCRF model.
(1) The first method of simplifying the model is aimed at reducing the number of
the elements in the feature function weight set {𝜃𝑘 }. Given the set 𝜙(𝑥, 𝑦) ∈ 𝑀, and
𝜙(𝑥, 𝑦): 𝑥 → 𝑦 denotes the mapping relationship between the Chinese character x and
the word y. In the pair <abbreviation, originate>, if the Chinese character x of the
abbreviation has a corresponding relationship with the word y of the originate, then
the mapping relationship 𝜙(𝑥, 𝑦) holds. It is easy to know that after a Chinese character in the abbreviation set is recovered, the corresponding word set 𝑌𝑥 only contains a
few words and there is no relations between the other words in the set 𝑌. Therefore,
given 𝑥 ∈ 𝑋 and 𝑦 ∈ 𝑌, if there is no mapping relationship between x and y in the
training set, then the features of x and y will be ignored which is achieved by setting
the corresponding feature weights as −∞, as shown in Formula (7).
𝜃𝑘 (𝑦𝑖 , 𝑥𝑗 , 𝑖) = −∞, 𝜃𝑘 (𝑦𝑖 , 𝑥𝑗 , 𝑖) ∈ {𝜃𝑘 }, 𝑠. 𝑡. 𝜙(𝑥, 𝑦) ∉ 𝑀

(7)

(2) The second method of simplifying the model is aimed at reducing the computational complexity of the model learning. This paper adopts the regularization term ℓ1
to enhance the sparse degree of the model. This method tends to create less but more
useful features in the model and lets most of the feature weights be zero, which will
reduce the memory usage and optimize the forward-backward calculation in the model, and it greatly simplifies the model learning process to some degree.
Therefore, this paper takes the improved SCRF model as the abbreviation recovery
method at last, and adopts the block-coordinate descent method [17] to achieve the
model learning process.
Feature Selection. This paper selects features according to the related information
of each Chinese character of abbreviations when recovering the abbreviations. If the
abbreviation sequence 𝑥1𝑛 = 𝑥1 𝑥2 … 𝑥𝑛 is given, and 𝑥𝑖 denotes the ith Chinese character of the abbreviation, then the selected features are as follows:
─ The Chinese character and Chinese phonetic alphabet of xi and xi−1 . The pronunciation of the Chinese character is related to its corresponding originate, which
means that the Chinese character in the corresponding word has the same pronunciation as the original Chinese character in the abbreviation. For example, in the
abbreviation “中行” (BOC) and in its corresponding originate “中国银行”(BANK
OF CHINA), the two “行”s have the same pronunciation “háng” in the Chinese
phonetic alphabet.
─ The word with the highest frequency in all short words that contain the Chinese
character xi in the text, its length and phonetic alphabet. An abbreviation can be
recovered to several different originates under different contexts. For example, the
abbreviation “南大”(NU) can be recovered to “南京大学”(Nanjing University)
and “南昌大学”(Nanchang University). It’s found in researches that as for this
kind of abbreviations, the corresponding word of the polysemantic Chinese charac-
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ter tends to appear in the context several times to help readers disambiguate, and its
word frequency is higher than other words that contain the same Chinese character.
─ Whether xi and xi−1 is a number or not.
─ Morph-abbreviation.
Abbreviation Disambiguation. There is a one-to-many relationship between the
abbreviations and corresponding originates. Sometimes all the prediction results have
a lower probability than 0.6, which means the best originate may be not in the prediction results. In this case, this paper chooses the top five originates with the highest
prediction probabilities as the recovery candidate set. At the same time, according to
the abbreviation-originate lookup table, we obtain the matching candidate set by
matching the abbreviation in the lookup table. All the candidate originates will be
evaluated according to the cosine similarity of context. We choose the sentence of the
target abbreviation as context of candidate originates. The originate with highest score
is the best result. Finally, add the new corresponding relationship to the dictionary,
which automatically extends the dictionary. The calculation method of the cosine
similarity is as follows:
cos(𝑐𝑜𝑛𝑡𝑒𝑥𝑡1, 𝑐𝑜𝑛𝑡𝑒𝑥𝑡2) =

4

Experiment and Analysis

4.1

Dataset

∑𝑛
𝑖=1 𝑐1𝑖 ×𝑐2𝑖

(8)

𝑛
2
2
√∑𝑛
𝑖=1 𝑐1𝑖 ×√∑𝑖=1 𝑐2𝑖

Abbreviations dataset. The abbreviated dataset used in this paper is mainly obtained in three ways, the Institute of Computational Linguistics, Peking University 1,
Baidu Encyclopedia and the microblogging corpus
we get an abbreviation-originate lookup table which includes 14372 pairs of abbreviations-originate. Table 1 represents the proportion of each type of abbreviations
and we choose the intercepting abbreviation as the dataset for this experiment.
Table 1. Comparison of the abbreviations of each category
PKU
Baidu
Microblog

intercepting
5846
3527
985

abridging
1679
1034
234

concluding
634
355
78

Corpus dataset. In this paper, we select about 20000 documents containing abbreviations from the text classification corpus released by Sogou Lab 2 as the corpus
dataset of our experiment.

1
2

http://www.icl.pku.edu.cn/icl_groups/corpus/
http://www.sogou.com/labs/resource/
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4.2

Experiment Setup

Experiment 1: Performance experiment.
We divide the procedure of Chinese abbreviations into two problems, the recognition and the recovery of abbreviations, and perform two independent performance
experiments.
Abbreviation recognition. This paper uses the NLPIR3 tokenizer of the Chinese
Academy of Science to implement the Chinese word segmentation. We selected the
decision tree (DT) model, the logical regression (LR) model and the support vector
machine (SVM) model as the binary classifier and use 10-fold cross validation to train
the abbreviated recognition model.
Abbreviation recovery. Experiment preprocesses about 10,000 pairs of abbreviations – originates, which form a 1-to-1 word mapping for each character in the abbreviation. In the stage of feature extraction, because the eigenvalue of CRF can only be
discrete, we use the equal frequency method to discretize the continuous eigenvalue.
Finally, 10-fold cross validation is used in the training of the abbreviated recovery
model.
Experiment 2: Comparison experiment.
To validate the universal property of our model, we compare our abbreviation recovery method based on the sparse condition random field with the abbreviation recovery method based on the hidden Markov model [7]. We implement two methods
and conduct the comparison experiment over the same dataset.
4.3

Results

4.3.1 Performance experiment
The performance of the abbreviation recognition algorithm and the abbreviation
recovery algorithm are verified respectively.
Abbreviations recognition method performance experiments
The DT, LR and SVM are compared shown in Table 2. To validate different kernel
functions in SVM model, the Linear, POLY and RBF kernel are also compared. The
experimental results of the different kernel functions are shown in Table 3.
It can be seen from Table 2 that the SVM model has a better effect than the LR
model and the DT model. SVM model has higher improvement in precision than the
other two models, but the LR model is similar to SVM model in recall rate and F
value. In addition, it can be seen from Table 3 that although the SVM model with
RBF kernel has higher precision, the SVM model with linear kernel is similar in precision to the other two kernel functions. Considering the data factors, the three kernel
functions are not much different in terms of performance, which may be related to the
higher feature dimension of the experiment.

3

NLPIR: http://ictclas.nlpir.org/
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Table 2. The experimental results of different classifiers in abbreviation identification methods
Classifier
DT
LR
SVM

Precision
0.738
0.734
0.765

Recall
0.748
0.769
0.778

F-value
0.743
0.751
0.771

Table 3. The experimental results of different kernel functions in SVM model
Kernel
Linear
Polynomial
RBF

Precision
0.761
0.758
0.765

Recall
0.771
0.766
0.778

F-value
0.766
0.762
0.771

Abbreviations recognition method performance experiments.
We divide the selected features into basic and extended features. The basic feature
is all the features except the phonetic symbols in Section 3.4. The extended feature is
the phonetic alphabet of each Chinese character in the abbreviation. The experimental
results are shown in Table 4. Top-n indicates whether the correct results are included
in the first n most likely results of the selected model.
Table 4. The results of abbreviations recovery experiments based on improved CRF
Features
basic features

basic features +
extended features

Top-N
1
2
all
1
2
all

Precision
0.617
0.688
0.934
0.621
0.691
0.934

As can be seen from Table 4, the precision of the CRF model using basic features
has been relatively high. In the basic features of the combination of expansion features for the precision has no significant improvement. This paper consider the expansion features because the Chinese characters have multiple pronunciations in different
words, which will affect the meanings of the words. Therefore, we believe that the
phonetic feature can improve the prediction ability of CRF model. Experiments show
that the expansion feature of the abbreviation does a little help. We consider that the
above situation may have a lower probability of appearing in the abbreviation dataset.
4.3.2 Comparison experiments results.
The result of the comparative experiment on two abbreviation recovery method is
shown in Table 5.
From Table 5, we can see that the HMM-based abbreviation recovery method has
similar performance to CRF on Top-all results, but is significantly worse in Top-1 and
Top-2 than the proposed method in this paper. Since the abbreviations have a one-tomany mapping relationship, and the same abbreviations in different documents may
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express different meanings. While the HMM method does not consider the current
context of the abbreviations for each word when the word is recovered. Thus, for
abbreviations with different contexts, predicted result using the HMM-based abbreviation recovery method is always the similar. Experiments show that the proposed
recovery algorithm based on improved CRF in this paper can obtain more stable results than the comparative test method in different situations.
Table 5. The result of the comparison between HMM method and CRF method
Model
CRF

HMM

5

Top-N
1
2
all
1
2
all

Precision
0.621
0.691
0.934
0.413
0.525
0.886

Conclusion

In order to solve the challenging problem of network supervision, the theme word
substituted by abbreviation, this paper proposes a collaborative recognition and recovery method of intercept abbreviations. Firstly preprocess the texts by segmentation, and then further cut the incorrectly segmented texts, to get the candidate abbreviations. Secondly, use SVM to determine the candidate abbreviations with the devised statistic features. Thirdly, at recovery stage, use our improved CRF and statistic
features of Chinese abbreviation to finally infer the corresponding originates. The
experiments demonstrate that our model is effective and can get better results compared with other methods.
Our method can be used at other Chinese text content security analysis either. For
example, improve the Chinese segmentation tool, automated update the vocabulary of
the segmentation tool etc. In the future, we will try to improve the model to recognize
and recover the abridged and concluded abbreviations.
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